Background: The number of people with dementia is increasing along with people's ageing trend worldwide. Therefore, there are various researches to improve a dementia diagnosis process in the field of computer-aided diagnosis (CAD) technology. The most significant issue is that the evaluation processes by physician which is based on medical information for patients and questionnaire from their guardians are time consuming, subjective and prone to error. This problem can be solved by an overall data mining modeling, which subsidizes an intuitive decision of clinicians. Methods: Therefore, in this paper we propose a quad-phased data mining modeling consisting of 4 modules. In Proposer Module, significant diagnostic criteria are selected that are effective for diagnostics. Then in Predictor Module, a model is constructed to predict and diagnose dementia based on a machine learning algorism. To help clinical physicians understand results of the predictive model better, in Descriptor Module, we interpret causes of diagnostics by profiling patient groups. Lastly, in Visualization Module, we provide visualization to effectively explore characteristics of patient groups. Results: The proposed model is applied for CREDOS study which contains clinical data collected from 37 universityaffiliated hospitals in republic of Korea from year 2005 to 2013. Conclusions: This research is an intelligent system enabling intuitive collaboration between CAD system and physicians. And also, improved evaluation process is able to effectively reduce time and cost consuming for clinicians and patients.
Background
It is expected that population of worldwide senior citizens would increase from 900 million to 2 billion between 2015 and 2050. Among them, more than 20% are expected to suffer cognitive disorder including dementia and mild cognitive impairment and also mental disorder including depression and anxiety disorder [1] . Among such impairments, it is well clarified that if dementia can be early diagnosed and its intervention time based on medicine and non-medicine treatment is shortened, the progress of dementia is delayed [2] [3] [4] [5] . In general, evaluation processes for dementia consist of very complicated and various additional examinations such as diagnostics of dementia types, measurement of its seriousness starting with screening patients with dementia through simple medical examination [6, 7] . However, diagnostic value and its clinical meaning against various medical examinations performed during diagnostic processes are questioned recently, moreover these multiple and complicated evaluation processes by physician are time consuming, subjective and prone to error [8] .
Recently, Computer-Aided Diagnosis (CAD) is introduced in order to alleviate such skepticism for diagnosis of various disease. CAD is a research that applies clinical data to machine learning algorism to help physicians to examine patients and ultimately to automate clinical decisions [9] . Through previous studies, we are able to look into researches which utilized an excellent machine learning predictive model such as Support Vector Machine (SVM), Artificial Neural Network (ANN). Stefan proposed SVM model by which he classified causes of Alzheimer's disease by fronto-temporal lobar degeneration (FTLD) [10] . Ramírez also proposed CAD study to enhance early detection of Alzheimer's dementia using SVM [11] . And Chen applied various machine learning algorisms such as Discriminant analysis, Decision Tree (DT) and SVM in order to forecast Very mild dementia (VMD) [12] . In addition, there are various studies using ANN model to diagnose cancers [13] [14] [15] .
In this study we propose a systematic and overall data mining modeling to improve dementia evaluation process. The proposed method consists of a total 4 modules: Proposer module, Predictor module, Descriptor module, and Visualization module. Figure 1 indicates whole structure for this study. Conventional dementia diagnostic models have consisted of too many examination and sometimes ones with discrepancy. Therefore, there are some difficulties that clinical physicians suffer to configure overall conditions actually for patients when they receive examination results on site. In order to alleviate this problem, in proposer module, significant diagnostic criteria for dementia are selected to improve an examination system. We proposed a kScale variable selection method looking into various variable selection methods in existing studies. With the results of previous module, in predictor module, a predictive model with machine learning algorithm is constructed. The model subsidizes an intuitive decision of clinicians for diagnosing dementia. The most excellent predictive model is selected by comparing three well-proven machine learning models: SVM, ANN and DT. Good performance of the predictive model is not enough in clinical areas. Detailed interpretation of results is more important so that clinical physicians can understand results of mathematical model better. Therefore in descriptor module, patients are segmented depending on characteristics and detailed profiles of each patient group to describe results of diagnostics are provided. Lastly in visualization module, effective visualization exploring characteristics of patient groups is provided. The proposed model is applied for CREDOS study which contains clinical data collected from 37 university-affiliated hospitals in republic of Korea from year 2005 to 2013.
Methods
In following sections, more detailed explanation about Proposer, Predictor, Descriptor and Visualization Module are mentioned in their order which constitute the Quad-phased data mining modeling.
The proposer module
In proposer module, important diagnostic criteria among various examination criteria to diagnose dementia are selected. This belongs to dimensionality reduction of variables in conventional data pre-processes [16] . There are two approaches to scale down dimensionality of variables: Variable selection method that maintains intrinsic meaning of variables and variable extraction method that extracts meaning from whole variables by combining them [17] . Since it is important to interpret results of predicted diagnostics using intrinsic meaning of diagnostic criteria, in this study variable selection methods are more suitable [18] [19] [20] . In general one of the methods is chosen. Although one of the methods is chosen in general, it is difficult to recognize which method plays the most crucial for variable selection since results of variable selection from each method. Therefore, we propose 'kScale variable selection method' that accounts for flexibility by examining different results from several methods. The procedure is given as the following. First, we independently apply k different variable selection methods to the original data. Then, we assign importance to each variable by counting the frequencies of selection from each method. Given M variables x m (m = 1 … M), importance of variables is calculated from k number of variable selection methods as following. 
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In this case, SC(k) is assigned to be one when selection criterion for k th variable selection method is satisfied. Therefore, the bigger kScale indicates that its variable is more important representing well-matched opinions among several variable selection methods. In this study, we used Chi-square test, Decision tree, Logistic Regression described in Table 1 .
The predictor module
In predictor module, a predictive model to determine whether or not a patient is under dementia are constructed and this is for helping clinical physicians in diagnosis. This model uses variables extracted from Proposer Module as input variables, and Clinical Dementia Rating (CDR) variable as target variable by making binary for 'normal or dementia'. In this study we use SVM, ANN and DT among machine learning algorisms which are described in Fig. 2 . And also AUC which stands for area under a receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve is used to evaluate predicted performance for the three models. AUC is an threshold-independent index to evaluate performance of predicted model [21] . The remainder of this section mentions brief explanation for SVM, ANN, and DT with important points in this study.
Support vector machine
SVM is supervised learning model which can be used for classification and regression analysis [8, 11, 22] . In this problem, patients will be divided into two states of diagnosis 'normal or dementia'. A technical definition that x and y refer to patient records and state of diagnosis respectively is commonly applied to ANN and DT. A conceptual description of SVM is shown in Fig. 2a . Given a training dataset of n, x 1 ! ; y 1 À Á ; …; x n ! ; y n À Á , the 2-dimensional vector points x n ! can be divided into two classes y i which are either +1 or -1. We call the nearest training-data point of any class as a functional margin. SVM has a goal of finding the optimal decision boundary written as f x ð Þ ¼ w ! ⋅ x ! −b ¼ 0 which maximizes the margin. Samples on the margin are called the support vectors. If the problem is not linearly separable, we can write the optimization problem as follows
The parameter ξ i is the non-negative slack variable and the parameter λ determines the tradeoff between increasing the margin-size. Please see the references for more details about SVM [23, 24] .
Artificial neural network
ANN is also a well-known analytical system for being applied to outcome prediction of diseases [13, 14] . ANN is inspired by the concept of humans' central nervous systems. As described in the Fig. 2 b, nodes which represents 'neuron' are connected together to form a network and comprises three types of layers: the input layer (I), the hidden layer (H) and output layer (O). In this problem, the nodes in the input layer supply input patient records to the nodes in the hidden layer via weighted connections. Then, the nodes in the output layer represents the result of diagnosis 'normal or dementia' by a weighted sum of the signals from the hidden nodes on the basis of a transfer function. Mathematically, g i I (x) becomes activation functions from input layer and g i I (x) becomes that from hidden layer. We can write the overall a neuron's network function f(x) which is a weighted sum of the signals from the hidden nodes as follow Table 1 Variable selection methods to be used
Ej
O j is the observed frequency and E j is the expected frequency of class j p value < 0.05
Decision Tree CHAID (based on Chi − square Test) Importance > 0.001
* Note that the importance in selection criterion in Decision Tree is different from the aforementioned 'importance'. The former is simply the weights imposed on a largely contributing variable for classification of sample with growth of the tree
where g o refers to the predefined or activation function in output layer.
A set of weights w i is determined by training ANN model with data. In ANN, the accuracy of the model often depends on the structure, i.e. the number hidden nodes, and the initial weights associated with the connections between the nodes. Generally, the number of hidden nodes is selected by trial-and-error fashion and the initial weights are randomly chosen. Please see the references for more details about ANN [25, 26] .
Decision tree
The decision tree is a decision support system with the form of graph or flowchart. A briefed concept is shown in Fig. 2 c DT determines important variables to classify dataset in tree configuration and their threshold values [27] . Along with the way to determine the split, three different types of decision tree are introduced in Table 1 which are used for variable selection (CHAID, CART and C4.5) in the proposer module. However, we used CHAID (chi-squared Automatic Interaction Detection) as a predictive model which is based on chi-square test splitting rule for nominal target criterion. Please see Table 1 and references for more details about DT [28] [29] [30] .
The descriptor module
In descriptor module, we provide aspect of descriptions based on input and output values of a predictive model which is finally selected from predictor module. In other words, this is to identify why a patient is classified to a dementia from the predictive model. For this analysis, data mining method, which combines the predictive model with additional description model, can be used [31] . In this study, we additionally configure DT as an interpretable model. This enables to identify characteristics of data segmented to leaf group based on important variables from tree and their thresholds. In other words, this makes profiles for patient groups with 'normal or dementia' using diagnostic criteria and their evaluation results. As mentioned earlier from predictor module, DT is enough to be used for a predictive model. If predicting performance of DT is better that those of SVM and ANN, both prediction and description are fulfilled only by DT. However, if predicting performance of SVM or ANN is better than DT, DT is additionally configured for helping clinicians understand predicted results better. It is possible by using predicted target values obtained from SVM or ANN together with the training samples as input to DT. It means that DT re-track predicted results not newly predict.
The visualization module
In visualization module, useful visualization is provided to explore characteristics of patients who are grouped in descriptor module. It is conducted by way of maximizing visual effects of DT. Basically, contrasting colors for patients with normal or dementia and different diagnostic criteria are able to distinguish them immediately. And showing up unique path which is through important criteria, individual analysis profiling patient groups is possible. Also, as thickness of each path is proportional to the number of patients, figuring out a characteristic of patients included in a certain group is instinctive. [32, 33] . In brief, CRE-DOS dataset comprised of demographic and baseline characteristics, a lot of information from caregiver and patient (Table 2 ). This information dataset included 14 diagnosis criteria which cover 486 subspecialized criteria. For CREDOS study, we excluded those who met the following criteria: (1) history of significant hearing or visual impairment rendering participation in the interview difficult; (2) history of following neurologic disorder (brain tumor, subarachnoid hemorrhage, epilepsy, encephalitis and metabolic encephalopathy) or other neurologic conditions that could interfere with the study; (3) history of psychiatric disorder including mental retardation, schizophrenia and bipolar disorder or other psychiatric conditions that could interfere with the study; (4) history of psychoactive substances other than alcohol; (5) history of physical illnesses or disorders including cancer, renal failure, hepatic failure, severe asthma or chronic obstructive pulmonary disease or other physical conditions that could interfere with the study. CREDOS study was approved by the institutional review board of the participating centers. All participants signed informed written consents. This study was approved by the institutional review boards at the clinical sites.
First of all, we screened 486 examination criteria in CREDOS dataset to 366 criteria. Then applied them to the kScale variable selection method. To build SVM, ANN and DT in predictor module, one of the criteria 'CDR binary' (normal or dementia) was set as target variable. And the experiment was conducted by dividing data set into 40% for training, 30% for test and 30% for validation.
Results and Discussion

Results of proposer & predictor modules
We applied the proposed kScale variable selection method to screened 366 criteria. Figure 3 a shows the number of variables that are extracted depending on kScale. To decide the number of variables among the results, we reflected the opinion of clinical physicians. As a result, 48 variables which were selected 4 times out of 6 variable selection methods were verified to be critical criteria that divide patients with normal and dementia.
In predictor module, SVM, ANN and DT have built and Fig. 3b indicates a graph which compared AUC results for each model according to the number of input variables. Its detailed values are shown in Fig. 3 . When the number of input variables is 48, AUC has value of SVM = 0.96, ANN = 0.95, DT = 0.91 for the validation set. SVM has the biggest AUC value, thus SVM outperforms ANN and DT. Therefore, SVM was selected the best dementia predictive model. In terms of performance validation, the selected SVM achieved accuracy of 0.90 and precision of 0.85. In addition, Fig. 3b indicates that a case of using 48 variables is more effective than other cases. It is because, first of all if it is compared to a case that uses more variables, predicting performance is similar. Therefore, it is found that this is able to save time and cost 10 times more compared to a case that uses initial 480 variables. Also, since use of too less variables deteriorates predicting performance gradually, we are able to bring to a conclusion that use of 48 variables is suitable to maintain higher predicting performance. Figure 4 shows a graph indicating separate normalized number of patients by 48 selected examination criteria for patients diagnosed 'dementia' and 'normal'. Darker colored part of each bar indicates patients who show signs of having dementia in each criteria. And the number of color in each bar is different depending on the each examination criteria's scale. For example, K-MMSE has 2 (wrong, right) nominal, S-IADL has 4 (very strong, strong, weak, none) ordinal values, and SNSB has continuous values which are leveraged to three scale, etc. Comparing proportion of darker part of dementia (upper graph) to that of normal (lower graph), the proportion of dementia is larger in every bars. Therefore, finally selected 48 examination criteria are believed to be very useful variables to identify whether a patient is normal or dementia.
Results of descriptor & visualization modules
Since SVM was selected for a final predictive model, an additional descriptive model is needed. Therefore, DT was configured using input value and predicted value of SVM. As a result, 20,836 clinical records are classified as 31 groups in leaf nodes. Each group can be profiled with importance of variables and threshold value which are determined as tree is growing. Figure 5 shows paths of group 5 and group 10 which are regarded as clinically meaningful and provides detailed profiling for each group below. The full list of 31 groups are provided in Table B in supplementary material (Additional file 1). And also accessible in [34] .
To summarize some major diagnostic criteria, KDSQ that is an initial dementia identifying examination is a questionnaire to measure orientation, social cognition and mobility, and its higher score indicate that a patient is more likely to be dementia. And K-MMSE consists of mainly time orientation and place orientation, and its higher score means that a patient is more likely to suffer dementia. SIADL is an index to evaluate instrumental activity of daily living, which consists of questionnaire and its answers with a range from 0 to 3 for detailed criteria and as the score approaches 3, this means that a patient is more dependent of his or her care giver.
Group 5 includes people who have disorder worse than medium level, it is due to high score of KDSQ and low score of K-MMSE. In addition, they might have disorder of executive function and selective attention since low score of SIADL stroop test is found at the bottom of the tree. However, SIADL related to managing money indicated this group is proved to make an independent decision. Therefore, patients in this group, although it is assumed that their cognitive skills are deteriorated and such aggravation began to affect daily life, are more likely to live comparably independent life. Group 10 includes people who are proved to be relatively under better condition as it marked low score of KDSQ and high score of K-MMSE. However, this group is believed to be hard to live independent life as people Fig. 6 The results of visualization: a group1, and b group 3 in this group marked high score in several criteria of SISDL in connection with going out nearby house, managing money and purchasing goods. Therefore, patients in this group, although they showed some deterioration in cognitive skill, are believed to have serious disorder especially for their daily life. Table 3 shows results of profiling for two normal groups and 8 dementia groups among a total of 31 groups. Since each groups' portion of dementia patients are more than 70%, particular distinguishing features are figured out.
We visualized 31 patient groups and visualization for all groups, refer to URL http://202.30.24.167:3000/ [35] . Visualization makes it effective to explore diagnostic reasoning of each groups by following the significant criteria from the left to the right side in the graph as do the DT. Also, people who predicted as normal or dementia expressed as green color and red color respectively, and different detailed diagnostic criteria are marked by colors. And thickness of lines is proportional to number of patients in each group. Lastly, this graph has made it possible to identify which criteria is more effective to determine a patient with dementia by laying highly-likely-diagnostic criteria for dementia on upper side of the graph and more-likely-to-be normal patient on bottom side of it. Two visualization results of group 1, group 3 are shown in Fig. 6 as typical cases. As shown in Fig. 6a , people included in group 1 have evaluation results of low KDSQ score, high K-MMSE score and no difficulty with going out by oneself. Therefore, almost of them are no deterioration of cognitive skills or with very weak symptom. On the other hand, people in group 3 in Fig. 6b have high KDSQ score, low K-MMSE score and answer 2 or 3 for SIADL related to finances and cooking. We can easily figure out that almost people in the group are with dementia symptom more than medium level.
Conclusion
In this study, we proposed a data mining modeling for dementia diagnosis by analyzing a clinical data. The proposed model identifies needs for stepwise diagnostic process and suggests proper solution. The proposed quad-phased data mining modeling consists of proposer, predictor, descriptor, and visualization module. First of all, 48 diagnostic criteria which is 10 times of reduction compared to conventional things are suggested using a flexible variable selection method. And SVM with high performance of AUC 0.96 was configured as a subsidiary decision making model for a clinician. Finally for better understanding of predicted results, not only detailed profiles for 10 patient groups, but also visualization for a total 31 groups are provided.
Therefore, the data mining modeling is an intelligent system enabling intuitive collaboration between CAD system and physicians. Although various conventional studies have been trying to develop new system to diagnose dementia for last several decades and even until now, it was insufficient to be applied to the real clinical arena. However, The method proposed by this study have very meaningful clinic aspect with lots of possibilities to provide subsidiary information based on big data reflecting characteristics of patients with its new and different approach from conventional dementia researches. And also, improved evaluation process is able to effectively reduce time and cost consuming for clinicians and patients.
In the future, this study is believed to extract results to help actual treatment by classifying types of dementia on more detailed basis and identifying nature of dementia. Moreover, it would be able to acquire more meaningful clinical aspects by integrating brain image and information about dielectric substance and transcriptome, lastly it is required to study reconstructing of existing machine learning algorism to reflect unique characteristics of clinical data.
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